I
n their comment letter "The curious case of TEM-116" (1), Jacoby and Bush discuss the long-standing question of whether the TEM ␤-lactamase A184V V84I variant (TEM-116) is a natural variant. The fact that TEM-116 has a high centrality in the sequence similarity network of TEM ␤-lactamase variants (2) indicates that "TEM-116 is now a naturally occurring enzyme" (1). TEM-116 has been identified multiple times in clinical isolates since 2004 (3). However, in 2007, it was suspected that the detection of TEM-116 might just be a false-positive result, caused by a contamination in PCR reagents (4) , since the TEM ␤-lactamase A184V V84I double mutant has been part of the plasmid pUC5 and its plasmid progeny since 1982 (5) . Therefore, the question arose as to whether TEM-116 is a product of evolution or merely an engineered enzyme.
It would not have been the first time that naturally occurring TEM variants were first developed synthetically and detected in clinical isolates only later; an example is the E104K M182T G238S triple variant, which was developed by DNA shuffling in 1994 (6) and detected in a clinical isolate in 1998 (7). In the meantime, a large number of functional TEM ␤-lactamase variants were identified by directed-evolution experiments, and more than 200 naturally occurring TEM ␤-lactamase variants are listed in the TEM mutation table maintained at the Lahey Clinic (8) . These data show that stabilization, ESBL activity, or inhibitor resistance is mediated by mutations at fewer than 15 of the most relevant hot spot positions.
In the literature as well as in the comment letter by Jacoby and Bush (1), a sharp distinction is made between natural and synthetic TEM ␤-lactamase variants. However, we expect that a large fraction of (if not all) functional variants are expressed by some of the 10 30 cells in the contemporary biosphere (9), since genes conferring resistance to ␤-lactams existed long before the advent of antibiotics in clinical use 70 years ago, as shown by metagenomic analyses of 30,000-year-old permafrost sediments (10) . While it is still unknown how many of the 20 15 (ϭ3 · 10 19 ) possible variants resulting from variations at 15 hot spot positions are functional, they may easily have been screened by the 10 40 cells that came into life during 4 gigayears of evolution (9), even if only a small fraction of them expressed a TEM ␤-lactamase variant.
Thus, we expect that each functional TEM ␤-lactamase variant that we find by mutating the hot spot positions is also a member of the large pool of natural variants. Our current knowledge of the network of functional TEM ␤-lactamase variants is still sparse (2), but we are gradually detecting new functional variants, either by sequencing of clinical isolates or by synthetic approaches, such as directed evolution. The scientific challenge is to understand (and predict) which of the 3 · 10 19 possible variants are functional.
